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Harmonization Heuristic: third approximation  

Here we add the vi, ii, and I64  chords (in minor keys: VI, iio, and i64 ) plus vii°6 (the leading-tone 
triad). Together with I, IV, and V, these comprise the vast majority of chords encountered in 
diatonic harmony as practiced by composers from about 1700-1800. 
The following map shows the allowable chord progressions in major in classical style: 
 

 
 
 
 

Any chord can move rightward along this map by any amount: I can go to vi, IV, ii, vii°6, or V; 
vi can go to IV, ii, vii°6, or V; and so on. Chords can move leftwards only along the arrows.   
Progression. The I chord is the tonic chord: it is the most stable, “home” chord. Phrases 
typically begin and end with a root position I. Sometimes an upbeat V precedes the opening I.  

The vii°6 and V chords are dominant category (D) chords: they sound tense and expectant, 
and want to move to tonic chords.  
The IV and ii chords are subdominant (or “predominant”) category (S) chords; they tend to 
lead toward dominant chords. They may also return to the tonic.  

Note that iii is not used. (This is not true, however, in later styles like 20th-C pop music.) The 
progressions represented by the leftward dashed lines, V®vi and V®IV6, are the deceptive 
progressions. Note that any chord may progress to the tonic. 
Inversions. Chords typically appear in root position, which is about twice as frequent as first 
inversion. However, diminished triads (viio, and iio in minor) appear only in first inversion. 
The vi chord appears only in root position: vi6 is basically unused.  
Second-inversion triads (six-four chords) are used only in the very specific contexts we have 
discussed. The only one you will need much is the cadential I64 . 

Leading tone. Just as in a V chord, in a vii°6 chord the leading tone should never be doubled.  
The leading tone will normally move upward by semitone to 1, especially in an outer voice. 
Note that these rules apply not just to V®I and vii°6®I progressions, but also to V®vi and 
V®IV6 deceptive progressions. Remember that you must raise the leading tone in minor. 

Seventh chords. Classical music revolves around the journey from stable tonic to unstable 
dominant and back. In order to heighten this contrast, the dominant chord often appears as a 
seventh chord: the dominant seventh is about twice as common as the bare V triad. 
The next most common seventh chord is the ii7, which typically appears in first inversion, as 
ii65 . Seventh chords on vii° are also fairly common.   
Seventh chords can appear in any inversion, and typically none of their notes are doubled. 
Any chord seventh is a dissonance which must resolve down by step. In general, you should 
not leap into the seventh. When a chord is repeated before resolving, the seventh may “trade 
places” in the chord voicings; the resolution down by step occurs from wherever the seventh 
last sounds, immediately before the chord of resolution. 

to vi or IV6 
 
 
I – vi – IV – ii – viiº6 – V – (I)  

  S D 
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The preceding map shows which chords and progressions are allowed; equally important is 
which chords and progressions are common. Below the diatonic harmonies are listed with sizes 
corresponding to their prevalence in classical music.1 As you can see there is a huge amount of 
I and V; students often have trouble believing this. The art of much tonal music lies in doing 
something interesting with simple harmonic ingredients. 
 

 
 
  
 

 

The map for minor keys is essentially the same. Remember that we typically use the triads 
corresponding to the harmonic minor scale. Consequently, the ii triad is usually diminished: 
like viiº, it appears only in first inversion. Use of the melodic minor sometimes creates a minor 
ii chord or a major IV. These function the same as the iiº and iv chords shown on the map.  

 
 
 

 
 

 
     It should be emphasized that these maps give only a first approximation to the chord 
progressions of elementary tonal harmony. There are other idiomatic progressions you will 
need to learn if you want to become truly fluent in this language. In particular, we should note 
that sequential harmony entails exceptions to these maps. For instance, the descending-fifths 
harmonic sequence we studied earlier may use the iii chord, and in sequences diminished 
triads may appear in root position. However, this handout gives you a pretty good start: more 
than 95% of the chord progressions in a typical tonal piece use the moves on the above maps.  
(Though ss in other areas of life, getting 95% of the way toward expertise is relatively easy; the 
last 5% really requires most of the work!) 
A tonal phrase consists in a number of cycles through the above graphs. Each cycle creates 
increasing tension: the stable tonic leads to the (unstable and tense) dominant chords, which 
then resolve. How can we keep these cycles from sounding repetitive and boring? How do we 
make the end of the phrase sound conclusive, while avoiding premature conclusiveness 
during mid-phrase V-I progressions? 

There are two main techniques, each of which involves the outer voices. In the opening 
portions of the phrase, inversions often weaken the force of the V-I progressions, saving the 
strongest root position V-I progression for the end of the phrase. (This is not to say you can 

 
1 This chart is based on an average of the progressions in the (several hundred) Bach 4-part chorales and the 19 
Mozart piano sonatas, as tabulated by Dmitri Tymoczko, Princeton University. 

to vi or IV6 
 
 
I – vi – IV – ii – viiº6 – V – (I)  

  S D 
 
 
 

to VI, iv6, or IV6 
 
 
i – VI – iv – iiº – viiº6 – V – (i)  

  S D 
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never use root position V-I progressions earlier in the phrase; they’re used sometimes.) 
Similarly, you can arrange for the melody in the earlier V-I progressions to use scale degree 3 
or 5 over the I chord, saving the melodic 1 (and the PAC) for the end of the phrase.  
The following example exhibits both techniques. The bass uses inversions, saving the strong 
root position V-I for the cadence. The soprano moves stepwise to a 7-1 close at the end of the 
phrase. Inversions here also serve to create a directed, mostly stepwise bassline. 
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